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Winners of 
Al-Najma weekly 
& salary account
campaign 
KUWAIT: Commercial Bank of Kuwait con-
ducted the weekly draws on Al-Najma Account
and Salary Transfer Campaign yesterday. The
draws were conducted in the presence of
Ministry of Commerce and Industry represen-
tative Ahmad Al-Basman.

The results of the draws were as follows:
1- Al-Najma weekly account - the prize of

5,000 Kuwaiti Dinars went to the winner
Mohammad Abdullah Al-Zoabi

2- Salary account campaign - the prize of up
to 1,000 Kuwaiti Dinars - went to the winner
Rakan Khaled Al-Ajmi

The Bank stated that the salary campaign is
aimed at customers who transfer their salaries
of KD 500 or more to the Bank, especially
Kuwaiti employees and residents working in
the government, oil sectors and companies list-
ed with the Bank as well as retirees, and take
advantage of the benefits of this campaign and
get an instant cash gift from KD 250 to KD
500 Kuwaiti Dinars or an interest-free loan of
5 times the salary and a maximum of KD
10,000, Kuwaiti pensioners, along with expa-
triate customers who transfer their debt
amounting to KD 10,000 or above to the Bank
will receive an instant cash gift of 1% from
their transferred debt.   

The Bank stated that Al-Najma Account
prizes are distinguished by the highest cash
prize and diversity of prizes throughout the
year clarifying that the account offers weekly
prize of KD 5,000, monthly prize of KD
20,000 and a semi-annual prize of KD
500,000 in addition to the largest prize -
linked bank account payout of KD 1,500,000.
Al-Najma Account can be opened by deposit-
ing KD 100, and customer should maintain a
minimum amount of KD 500 to be eligible to
enter all draws on Al-Najma Account prizes.

Paradise found: ‘Hades’ maker 
takes on gaming goliaths

SAN FRANCISCO: No work email after 5:00 pm
on Fridays, mandatory vacations: The outfit behind
role-playing video game sensation “Hades” doesn’t
believe you have to go through hell to reach the top.
Yet the tiny, independent Supergiant’s own-way
approach seems to be working as it gains on the
goliaths of the multibillion-dollar gaming industry.

“Hades” snagged five honors this year at Britain’s
prestigious BAFTA Games Awards and is short-list-
ed for a major Hugo science fiction prize. “If what
makes our games special is the particular people
who work on them and how they work together,
then the whole studio culture needs to be about
supporting that over the long term,” Supergiant co-
founder Amir Rao told AFP.

In an industry slammed for punishing workloads
and playing it safe with sequels to blockbusters,
Supergiant has focused on a love of old-school
games. Unlike massive role-playing experiences with
film-like graphics, “Hades” is a “dungeon crawler”
that challenges players to fight their way through
chambers rife with demonic adversaries to escape the
underworld. Graphics are akin to an animated car-
toon, starring a rebellious son of the Greek god Hades
intent on escaping his disapproving father’s domain.
Characters in the game are based on Greek mytholo-
gy, with Rao’s dog providing vocals for multi-headed
hound Cerberus.

‘Office’ in parents’ living room 
That kind of DIY ethic arcs back to Rao and co-

founder Gavin Simon leaving their jobs at video game

giant Electronic Arts in 2009 and moving from Los
Angeles to San Jose, California to start Supergiant in
the living room of Rao’s childhood home. “My dad
said we should start a company when we were young,
just so if we failed we could find jobs two years later
and it would all be okay,” Rao quipped at a 2019
game conference.

Supergiant launched with four Ikea desks pressed
together in mid-2009. Within nine months, seven
friends were working on its first game, “Bastion”, a hit
that gave the startup traction. The original cadre is at
the heart of what is now a 23-person team, with poli-
cies crafted to keep the team’s mojo humming. “We try
to do things to save us from ourselves, because we are
the type of people who really like working with each
other and the things we are working on,” Rao said.

Supergiant bans workers from sending emails after
5:00 pm on Fridays, to prevent a domino effect of
messages getting people involved in work on week-
ends. Employees have to take off at least 20 days a
year, to make sure they get breaks. The studio encour-
ages accepting one’s limits, and understanding life
comes with unexpected challenges, according to Rao.

“For a lot of the people on the team it was actually
harder when they weren’t working,” he said of the
pandemic’s impact. “Because that was when they
were confronting more of what was going on in the
wider world.” Remote work was already a norm at
Supergiant when the coronavirus caused it to stop
using its San Francisco office last year.

Members of the team finished “Hades” from home,
leaving their city workplace to be hit by burglars in

their absence. The team is now enjoying a post-
”Hades” respite, its next project yet to be determined.
In the meantime, gamers are still burrowing in to the
intricacies of the game. While immersive, big-budget
offerings present stories in rich detail, the “Hades”
narrative leaves much to the imagination. And in

“Hades”, dying is part of the fun. “If it’s working really
well when you die you are only very briefly disap-
pointed because there’s a whole bunch of other stuff
that’s about to happen,” said Rao. The game enables
players to progress in their own ways, and battles
vary with each engagement. — AFP 

Remote work was already a norm at Supergiant

This handout image courtesy of Supergiant Games shows artwork by art director Jen Zee from Hades video
game. — AFP 

Lexus accelerates 
electrified future 
with LF-Z Electrified 
concept debut
KUWAIT: Since the launch of the RX 400h - the
world’s first luxury electrified model - in 2005,
Lexus customers have purchased nearly two million
electrified vehicles, as of the end of 2020 and cur-
rently, offers nine models of hybrid electric vehicles
(HEVs) and battery electric vehicles (BEVs) in
approximately 90 countries and regions around the
world. Lexus has always pursued both performance
and environmental friendliness. 

Through its “Lexus Electrified” vision that Lexus
announced in 2019, Lexus aims to realize a funda-
mental leap in vehicle performance by employing
electrification technology, and to continue to pro-
vide its customers with the enjoyment and pleasure
that cars have to offer.

Today Lexus held the world premiere of “LF-Z
Electrified”, a conceptual BEV that incorporates
driving performance, styling, and technologies envi-
sioned for realization by 2025. It features ideal
dynamic balance achieved through the optimal
placement of the battery and electric motors, as
well as, among others, a new four-wheel driving
force control technology known as “DIRECT4” that
generates a superior and highly flexible driving per-
formance, setting the LF-Z Electrified apart from
conventional vehicles. Also, in the near future,
Lexus plans to incorporate technologies and
advanced infotainment functions that will further
enrich our customers’ mobility experience.

By 2025, Lexus plans to introduce 20 new or
improved models, including more than 10 electrified
models such as BEVs, plug-in hybrid electric vehi-
cles (PHEVs), HEVs, in line with the needs of each
country and region around the world and based on
the concept of offering the right products in the
right place at the right time.

By 2050, Lexus aims to achieve carbon neutrali-
ty throughout the lifecycle of its entire model lineup
- from the manufacturing of materials, parts and
vehicles to vehicle logistics, to the final disposal and
recycling of older vehicles. In this perspective, and
with a clear mission to achieve carbon neutrality,
Lexus will reduce the environmental impact of
materials’ manufacturing processes.

Main features of LF-Z Electrified
The LF-Z Electrified is a BEV concept vehicle

that is symbolic of Lexus’s brand transformation
and incorporates driving performance, styling, and
advanced technology set to be realized by 2025.

To realize the significant evolution of basic vehi-
cle performance using electrification technology,
which is the aim of Lexus’s “Lexus Electrified” elec-
trification vision, the LF-Z Electrified adopts a
BEV-dedicated platform. It features a new four-
wheel driving force control technology known as
“DIRECT4”, which uses the instant responsiveness
of an electric motor’s driving force to freely control
a vehicle’s four wheels for superior and highly flexi-
ble driving performance that sets it apart from con-
ventional vehicles. By fusing the electrification tech-
nologies and vehicle motion control technologies it
has long cultivated, Lexus aims to evolve driving
performance in a way that better connects the driv-
er with their vehicle.

The LF-Z Electrified’s sculpted and emotional
exterior strongly accentuates the uniqueness of
Lexus design and expresses the dynamic and agile
driving sensation delivered by high-output electric
motors. To provide a uniquely BEV driving experi-
ence, the interior is equipped with a “Tazuna” cock-
pit and features an open and minimalist design. The
interior embodies an elevated level of Lexus’s
human centered approach, an ethos that has been a
foundation of the Lexus-brand since 1989.

Also, through dialogue with the driver and based
on having learned the driver’s preferences and
behavioral traits, AI, acting as a lifestyle concierge,
proposes routes and restaurant reservations, among
others. By enhancing safety and security along the
way, AI enriches the mobility experience.

Booming US 
economic data 
KUWAIT: According to the Commerce
Department, retail sales rose 9.8 percent in March
following a 2.7 percent decline in February. The fig-
ure far exceeded expectations of a 5.8 percent gain
and represented the best month for retail sales since
the May 2020 gain of 18.3 percent which followed
the first round of stimulus checks. 

Looking at the core figure which excludes auto-
mobiles, gasoline, building materials and food serv-
ices, sales rose 6.9 percent in March following a 3.4
percent decrease in February. The surge came as
Americans received additional pandemic relief
checks from the government while increased
COVID-19 vaccinations allowed broader economic
recovery. The report detailed that all categories
within retail sales are above where they were in
February of last year, excluding restaurants. 

A separate report from the Labor Department
revealed that the total number of Americans apply-
ing for unemployment benefits tumbled to 576,000
last week, a post-COVID record low. The figure is
far below the peak of 900,000 seen in early January
and has dropped below the 700,000+ level where it
had been stuck for months. 

A total of 16.9 million people are continuing to
collect unemployment benefits, down from the 18.2
million in the previous week. Nevertheless, employ-
ment in February 2021 was 8.5 million less than in
February 2020 - leaving many to estimate that it
could take the labor market more than three years to

recover. The 576,000 increase is still high relative to
history, but the drop does provide an encouraging
sign that the pandemic’s blowback on labor is fading. 

Consumer Prices Rise
Inflation shot higher in March, boosted by the

year-over-year comparisons as around this time last
year COVID-19 sent prices plummeting. The con-
sumer price index rose 0.6 percent on a monthly
basis and 2.6 percent on a yearly basis, representing
the highest y/y gain since August 2018 and well
above the 1.7 percent recorded in February. Gasoline
played the largest role here and is responsible for
about half the overall CPI increase as prices are up
22.5 percent from a year ago. The core CPI figure
which excludes the volatile food and energy costs
increased 0.3 percent monthly and 1.6 percent y/y. 

While inflation figures appear high, policymakers
at the US Federal Reserve expect the increase to
prove only temporary. Figures are likely to decrease
once data comparisons stop reflecting the sharp
drops seen last year. Fed officials have indicated
several times that policy would not be adjusted on
short-term jumps in inflation readings. In an inter-
view last week, Fed Chairman Jerome Powell told
CBS that he does not expect any interest rate hikes
this year. The central bank predicts GDP growth of
6.5 percent this year following the 3.5 percent con-
traction in 2020, a sharp rise from the 4.2 percent
forecast given in December. 

Markets: Risk-on Mode
The US dollar continued to weaken against the

majority of its peers despite the abundance of opti-
mistic economic data revealed towards the end of
the week. The best performers against the USD were
the AUD and NZD, suggesting the risk-on mode
took hold. Surprisingly, bond prices rose with the
yield on the 10-year Treasury pushing below the 1.6

percent despite the positive data specifically in retail
sales. This may be attributed to the fact the investors
have been anticipating the strong recovery in
March/April and have already positioned them-
selves as such.

Looking at equities, rallies were seen in the US
and Europe with the S&P 500 reaching record-high
levels. Earnings reports from the largest US banks
revealed profit surges in the financial sector, solidi-
fying optimism. Morgan Stanley reported a 150 per-
cent jump in quarterly profit. Similarly, JPMorgan
Chase, Goldman Sachs Group Inc, and Bank of
America all recorded high earnings which have rein-
forced hopes of a swift economic recovery. 

China’s Record GDP
China’s economic recovery has led to an 18.3 per-

cent y/y gain in GDP for the first quarter of 2021,
the fastest rate on record. The high figure was antic-
ipated given the sharp contraction seen in the
Chinese economy when the country went into lock-
down during the first quarter of 2020. On a quarter-
ly basis, the economy expanded just 0.6 percent
according to the National Bureau of Statistics. The
gain was powered by the fastest rate on record for
industrial production at 7 percent y/y while retail
sales rose by 5 percent y/y. The Bureau also sound-
ed a note of caution: “We must be aware that the
Covid-19 epidemic is still spreading globally and the
international landscape is complicated with high
uncertainties and instabilities.” The comeback has
also allowed China to gather pace in global trade
with exports rising 21.1 percent in November, the
biggest rise since February 2018 which has pushed
China’s trade surplus to its highest level on record. 

Kuwait
Kuwaiti Dinar
USD/KWD closed last week at 0.30145.

NBK Money Market Report 

Daily lucky winners
of Burgan Bank
Yawmi account draw
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank announced yesterday the
names of the daily draw winners of its Yawmi
account draw, each taking home a cash-prize of KD
5,000. The lucky winners are: 

1. BASMA TALIB ALNAQIB
2. NAJLAA ALI MUBARAK
3. BADER SAADI ALSHAMMARY
4. MOHAMMAD ABDULLAH ALI
5. ALIAH AHMAD ALQATAMI
In addition to the daily draw, Burgan Bank also

offers a Quarterly Draw with more chances to win
higher rewards, offering the chance to one lucky
customer to win KD 125,000 every three months.
The Yawmi Account offers Daily and Quarterly
Draws, wherein the Quarterly Draw requires cus-
tomers to maintain a minimum amount of KD 500
in their account for two months prior to the draw
date. Additionally, every KD 10 in the account will
entitle customers to one chance of winning.  If the
account balance is KD 500 and above, the
account holder will be qualified for both the quar-
terly and daily draws.  


